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The Problem is the BEAST that was Wounded, Not TRUMP

TRUMP is not the problem, but inadvertently is revealing what the true problem is for the World.
And specifically, the problem is the "Man of Lawlessness" spoken of in 2nd Thessalonians chapter 2,
which is the Institution of Pastors, Priests and Imams.
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These men and women, with good intentions, have given their lives over to what seems to be a
good and holy service towards God. They are not to blame. Because of man's ignorance,
Christianity’s traditions has captivated the lives of many (including the Priesthood) over the
centuries. Christianity and its leadership adheres to the Old Testament's organizational format. That
format is law based, book control that comes from Moses, it's main mediator. This System of Law
hinders the development of Heaven on Earth!
Moreover, we once stated, “The problem for the world is the Christian right with the obsolete
ideology substantially displayed by the Christian leadership, especially, the evangelicals who are still
supporting TRUMP”. But, Democrats adhere to Moses' system too. Therefore, God is revealing
Humanity’s ignorance by choosing some to be the Antagonists and others to be the Protagonists,
because:
“All the world is a Stage and we are actors in it.”
(William Shakespeare)

Therefore, here is what has to be learned by both parties, and the whole world:
St. Paul called the Old Testament, also known as Moses and the Law, a baby sitter or training
wheels; in the Greek: Pedagōgόs; which was given to the Jews until the First Coming of Jesus. (Gal.
3: 19- 25) But like training wheels to an established bicyclists, the Mosiac laws have beome an
impediment, a very bad thing for the human psyche. This is why God gave it a bad name like
DRAGON and BEAST in the letter of Revelation. Furthermore, Moses and the Law arouses the sinful
nature as it states in Romans:
Romans 7: 5 NIV
[For when we were controlled by the sinful nature, the sinful passions aroused by the law
were at work in our bodies, so that we bore fruit for death.]
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The human nature rebels when it's given Commandments. For example, you tell a child do not
touch, the first thing he does, is touch. And, you do not get the Holy Spirit by observing, or by
devotion to Moses' System of Law as St. Paul states in Galatians:
Galatians 3:2 NIV
[I would like to learn just one thing from you: Did you receive the Spirit by the works of
the Law. (i.e., Old Testament, the Subsidiary 10 Commandments, the Torah in short; being
Churchy by following the Jewish organized religion) or by believing what you heard?]

As a matter of fact, as with the Jews, St. Paul’s criticism of the Law/Writings can be applied to all
law book organized religions by calling them the Baptist Torah, the Methodist Torah, the Adventist
Torah, which can also be applied to non-Chritian religions like Hinduism and Islam. This thumbsucking, baby-sitting system of Law does not allow you nor teach you to judge correctly what is
good or what is bad; just like TRUMP's bad behavior before he was elected and after. He
disrespects people and himself. He has the Mark of the Beast that comes from the Old Testament’s
religious Beast system, in opposition, to the Mark of Jesus that comes from Jesus’ Spirit.
Also, once again, all the world is a stage and we are all actors in it. The real extremist Christians
have been chosen by God to be the Antagonists, and almost everyone else are the Progonists. It
doesn't mean Democrats are 100% better, but someone had to be in the Antagonist's role. What's
being displayed and going to its destruction is the GOP's Ideology.-(The GOP are more prone and
conservative to the Old Testament's system than the Democrats are.—Rev. 17: 11, 17)
Therefore, the GOP's ideology comes from so-called Christianity, which is really: Judaism
disguised as Christianity. It is Moses' Mount Sinai with the obsolete subsidiary 10 Commandments at
its core. It is the opposite of Jesus' Mount Zion (Heb. 8: 13 & 12: 18- 22). It is ony from Jesus'
Mount Zion that emanates the Spirit, and, Jesus’ true Greatest 1 Command to: "Love one another
as he loves us.” (St. John 13: 34)
Furthermore, the Tabernacle with the two compartments that Moses and the Jews carried in the
Sinai Desert for 40 years, corresponds to Moses' system of Law. (please see pages 6 and 7 below)
This Tabernacle, while representing the Law of Moses, is symbolically represented by the DRAGON
and the BEAST in the letter of Revelation. In chapter 12, the DRAGON has 7 Heads and 7 Crowns
on those 7 Heads, and also it has 10 horns—but—in chapter 13 (there is a switch) the Tabernacle is
now symbolically represented by the BEAST (no longer the DRAGON) with 7 Heads and no 7
Crowns, because the crowns have now become 10 Crowns to be rightly fitted on the 10 horns,
instead. This same Creature, called the DRAGON or the BEAST, is specifically alluding to the 7
Headed Golden Candlestick that was placed in the Holy Place, and, the 10 Commandments that
were placed in the Most Holy Place (also called Holy of Holies) of the Tabernacle.
In addition, the reason chapter 12 calls it a DRAGON and has the Crowns on the 7 Heads, is
because the Tabernacle was in use and needed the 7 Headed Golden Candle-Stick to give light
inside, therefore, the 7 Candles were lit up, which deals with fire, and DRAGONS are associated with
fire. The DRAGON came to the shore in Chapter 13: 1 of Revelation (which is alluding to the shores
of Europe) so that it can cross the Atlantic and come to the Americas, primarily with the Jesuits.
Therefore, once again, it became the BEAST with the Crowns on the 10 Horns, because the 7
Candles were turned off and not in use anymore, and therefore, not a DRAGON anymore, but still a
bad BEAST.
Evermore, in the 1500s this religious Beast system of law received a wound by the Reformation,
but it split into two strands of evil: Protestantism and Catholicism. Both have institutions that are
legally law based with church constitutions, code of ethics and bylaws.
As consequence of the Tabernacle in the wilderness, even though it was a portable tent, it was
the first true House of God, that was sanctioned by God. Because the Isrealites came out of Egypt
with religious pantheistc bad habits, God for the first time and 430 years after the Promise to
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Abraham, gave religious laws in a system as a concession for Abraham’s descendants. There after,
God relunctantly gave the first elaborate Temple during the reign of King Solomon. But, once again,
it was to last only “until” the First Coming of Christ.
The Living Bible (non-electronic copy)

Most important, God does not live in a tent, a building or within any walls.
Acts 7: 48, 49 NIV
[48) “However, the Most High does not live in houses made by men. As the prophet says:
49)“ ‘Heaven is my throne, and the earth is my footstool. What kind of house will you build
for me? says the Lord.]

Therefore, with the Advent of TRUMP, all buildings and the Mosiac system of law, for the last
time, has been given power to rule on the world stage for one hour, so that the world will finally
see their true colors:
Revelation 17: 12, 13 NIV
[“The ten horns you saw are ten kings who have not yet received a kingdom, but who for
one hour will receive authority as kings along with the beast. [13] They have one purpose
and will give their power and authority to the beast.]

This one hour is not a literal one hour, but we believe a few years such as TRUMP's duration as
President, which was made possible by many extremist Evangelical Christians. Surprisingly, these
evangelicals mainly come from the far right wing of American and foreign politics. They are more
profoundly supportive of the Mosaic system of law than the majority of Democrats and liberals
around the world. The Mosiac system of Law, and the idea of having God residing in a large
elaborate Temple, will go back into the Abyss from whence it came, to its final destruction once and
for all:
Revelation 17: 8 NIV
[The beast, which you saw, once was, now is not, and will come up out of the Abyss and
go to his destruction. The inhabitants of the earth whose names have not been written in the
book of life from the creation of the world will be astonished when they see the beast,
because he once was, now is not, and yet will come.]

The astonishment, in the previous verse is in reference to the Pedagōgόs, or Moses’ baby sitting
system of Law, which finds its way back in Palestine after 1900 years of absence. And the Abyss
could be seen as the museum or shelf of human development. But having Moses' obsolete system
of law coming out of the Abyss and back in Palestine, is like as if the dinosaurs, who became extinct,
would some how come back into existence again. Also, it would be like an adult reverting back to
puberty.
Consequently, the extreme evangelicals, who are still supporting TRUMP, seem to fit the profile,
for they are overwhelmingly enthusiastic that TRUMP has reconized Jerusalem as the capital of
Isreal and has ordered the planning of the relocation of the U.S. Embassy to Jerusalem! This is
because these Christians want to build the Third Temple on the Temple Mount in Jerusalem.
Unfortunately, they misunderstand the meaning of Jesus’ prophecy when he spoke about the
“abomination that causes desolation” spoken by Daniel. (Daniel 9: 27) Jesus was referring the
Temple’s destruction in his generation around C.E. 70 by General Titus, and not in the future:
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Matthew 24: 15 NIV

[ “So when you see standing in the holy place ‘the abomination that causes desolation,’
spoken of through the prophet Daniel—let the reader understand—]

Finally, the destruction will occur through knowledge, such as what we are sharing now. The
most important understanding is knowing the pedagogical and temporary purpose for the Mosaic
system, that was suppose to have ended, with the First Coming of Jesus Christ. This is the key to
understanding the main thrust of the Letter to Revelation. One can say this information is the
primer to break the code in Revelation, similar to the moive, “Contact” with Jodi Foster. In the
movie an alien race sent a message, and to decipher it, they needed the primer. The Letter to
Galatians is the main the primer. Fortunately, Robert D. Brinsmead has written extensively on this
issue and is our greatest informer. Here is two of his priceless journals that can be seen as a primer,
“Sabbatarianim Re-Examined” and “Jesus and the Law”; here are the direct links:
https://greatest1command.com/cd1_sabbatarianism_reexamined.pdf
https://greatest1command.com/cd1__jesus_and_the_law_the_historical_method_back_to_jesus_before_christianity.pdf
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